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QUESTION NO: 1
Service Representatives are complaining that their Lightning Service Console is too crowded making it difficult to find the
tabs and features they need. After reviewing the Service Representatives console use, all configured features are required.
Which solution should a Consultant suggest to improve the efficiency of console users?
A. Enable Keyboard shortcuts
B. Define criteria-based record page components
C. Configure Macros
D. Create multiple Console layouts

ANSWER: A

QUESTION NO: 2
Universal Containers is considering a Knowledge-Centered Support (KCS) implementation.
Which three benefits can be expected from KCS adoption? Choose 3 answers
A. Increased call deflection
B. Increased call routing accuracy
C. Reduced issue resolution time
D. Reduced support channels
E. Optimized use of resources

ANSWER: C D E

QUESTION NO: 3
Universal Containers CFO is looking for ways to reduce contact center costs. Which customer service metric should the CFO
monitor to reach the budget goals? (Choose 2)
A. First call resolution
B. Average handle time
C. Upsell percentage
D. Customer retention
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ANSWER: A B

QUESTION NO: 4
UC wants to implement a Knowledge management process with the following requirements: It must contain four different
kinds of content: customer FAQs, product specifications, contact center procedures, and product manuals. It must provide
the ability to filter Knowledge search results by a single product, multiple products, or all 56 products. Any product-related
content created by contact center agents must be approved by the contact center manager and the Knowledge manager
before being published. Product content should only be visible internally to contact center agents who handle the product.
How should a consultant recommend that Knowledge be configured?
Choose 3 answers.
A. Configure workflow rules for each data category
B. Configure article types for each kind of content
C. Define approval processes for each article type
D. Define approval processes for each product
E. Configure data category values for each product

ANSWER: A B E

QUESTION NO: 5
Universal Containers' support team requires its customers to submit their support inquiries via free form email (Outlook,
Gmail, Yahoo, etc). Additional requirements are listed below:
• Support attachments up to 30 MB per inquiry
• Over 10,000 inquiries per day
What solution should a consultant recommend to meet these requirements?
A. Emall-to-Case
B. Customer Chatter groups
C. Web-to-Case
D. On-Demand Email-to-Case

ANSWER: A

QUESTION NO: 6
Universal Container's customers like speaking to a live support agent on complex product issues. This causes a heavy
amount of phone calls and customers complain about the hold time.
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What functionality should the consultant recommend implementing to resolve this issue?
A. Contact Requests
B. Social Customer Service
C. Embedded Chat Window
D. Open CT1

ANSWER: C

QUESTION NO: 7
Which Service Cloud tool requires the least agent involvement to resolve a customer issue?
A. Salesforce for Twitter
B. Live Agent
C. Salesforce Knowledge
D. Open CTI

ANSWER: C

QUESTION NO: 8
Which feature of Salesforce Knowledge can be leveraged to create a customer-facing product information website? Choose
2 answers.
A. Display articles in a public knowledge base.
B. Display articles in Salesforce Answers.
C. Display articles with HTML, images, and links.
D. Publish articles to the Web using Salesforce Publisher.

ANSWER: A C

QUESTION NO: 9
Universal Containers has four internal divisions that use Salesforce Knowledge. Compliance requirements mandate that
each division should only have access to its own articles when performing a search. Which solution should a consultant
recommend to meet this requirement?
A. Create separate data category groups for each division and assign the category to a division profile.
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B. Create a sharing rule for each division to provide access using the role hierarchy.
C. Create a sharing rule for each division to provide access based on criteria of the article.
D. Create a single data category group for each division and provide access using the role hierarchy.

ANSWER: D

QUESTION NO: 10
A manager would like information on the knowledge base searches conducted by customers and call center agents. Which
two metrics are useful for identifying knowledge article effectiveness?
Choose 2 answers
A. Knowledge search query with no results.
B. Knowledge articles with the lowest rating.
C. Number of knowledge articles in each data category.
D. Knowledge articles created by call center agents.

ANSWER: A B

QUESTION NO: 11
A company has implemented Salesforce Service Cloud. The company needs Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to ensure
that its customer support service center is profitable. Which three metrics can be used to help executive management
understand service center costs? Choose 3 answers
A. All open Cases by Priority
B. All open cases by Channel
C. All Cases closed Month-to-date
D. Case resolution time
E. All Cases by Customer

ANSWER: A B D

QUESTION NO: 12
A business to consumer (B2C) company wants to decrease service costs and improve customer relationship currently,
customers pay invoices and update their contact information by mailing paper payslips back to company.
What is the recommended solution to meet the requirements?
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A. Field Service with Integrated Payments
B. Experience Cloud with Customer Account Portal template
C. Einstein Bots with Credit Card Payments
D. Service Cloud Voice with Tele-pay

ANSWER: B

QUESTION NO: 13
Universal Containers wants to implement Knowledge to assist agents with the resolution of cases.
Which three recommendations should a consultant make to meet this requirement? Choose 3 answers
A. Enable article customization for open cases.
B. Enable agents to create their own personal articles.
C. Enable suggested articles on new cases.
D. Enable article submission during case close.
E. Create an email template to send articles as PDF attachments.

ANSWER: C D E

QUESTION NO: 14
Universal Containers requires that a case status be updated 48 hours after a solution to the case has been emailed to a
customer. Which Salesforce feature would be used to meet this requirement?
A. Assignment rules
B. Validation rules
C. Workflow rules
D. Auto-response rules

ANSWER: C

QUESTION NO: 15
UC wants to provide its 20 million customers with a portal where they can: Submit inquires, Monitor the status of those
inquiries, and View their contact information. To meet these requirements, which type of portal license would be most
appropriate for the customers?
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A. Partner portal
B. Service Cloud portal (Customer Community)
C. Enterprise admin
D. Sites

ANSWER: D
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